
STEVEN TLUCEK
UX/UI DESIGNER

I’m a French-American 
UX/UI Designer with extensive 
experience creating intuitive, 
useful, and emotional digital 
solutions.

Imaginative, curious, and 
hard-working, I’m a team-
player with a passion for 
discovering user needs and 
turning out high-quality design.

steventlucek@gmail.com

+33 (0)6 25 05 72 98

www.steventlucek.com

Paris, France

UX/UI Designer  INNOVATIONS TEAM                     
RANDSTAD FRANCE,  SAINT-DENIS  /  MAR 2017 - NOV 2017   

As part of the multi-disciplinary Innovations team, I practiced a 
user-centric approach to conceive mobile applications for the 
Randstad network. Collected information through interviews and 
questionnaires. Developed user journeys and in-depth user paths 
to form a foundation for idea generation.  

・ Facilitated collaborative ideation sessions
・ Sketched and wireframed ideas 
・ Created interactive prototypes 
・ Conducted testing, analyzed results, presented findings, 
   and proposed solutions
・ Conceived data-driven visual design of interfaces 

UX/UI Designer                       
GANDI.NET,  PARIS  /  OCT 2005 - FEB 2017   

Developed the visual identity of renowned domain name and web 
host Gandi during a period of rapid growth. Was part of an agile and 
collaborative team that met company objectives through scrum and 
team sprints.

・ Conceived product visuals and iconography
・ Designed fully-responsive, user-centric interfaces 
・ Created wireframes and prototypes
・ Analyzed user feedback to improve usability

Senior Web Designer  
LYCOS EUROPE WEBHOSTING,  PARIS  /   NOV 2002 - OCT 2005                                                           

Defined design guidelines and determined the overall graphic 
orientation for the European domain name and web hosting market.   

・ Designed all interfaces: product presentation, user account,
   buying process).
・ Graphical development of web applications, including   
   "OneClickSite," "CV Online" and "Photo Album Online”.
 

Art Director
BAMBOO NEW MEDIA,  PARIS  /   JAN 2000 - OCT 2002

At this Parisian web agency, I worked with varied clients to 
determine goals, design bold brand identities, and create rich 
online presences. I collaborated directly with front-end developers 
to bring the concepts to life. 

Graphic Designer
STURGES DESIGN, NEW YORK  /   JUN 1996 - DEC 1999

Assisted the Art Director in the layout of architectural books for 
publishers including The Monacelli Press and Rizzoli.  Designed 
visual identities: logo, colors, and related materials. 

EDUCATION

CareerFoundry 
Mentored Course in latest 
User Experience methods
Certificate awarded, 2017 

Parsons School of Design
New York,  NY  USA
Multimedia courses, 1997

Vassar College
Poughkeepsie,  NY  USA
B.A.  Art, 1996

COMPUTER SKILLS

Sketch 
Adobe Creative Cloud
Photoshop, Illustrator
After Effects, Premiere Pro

Prototyping Software
InVision, Marvel POP

Coding basics: HTML5 / CSS

English: Native language

French: Fluent, 
Sorbonne diploma

LANGUAGES


